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Rishi Tea Joins Four Seasons Taste Truck Food Tour, Supports Chefs to End
Hunger

Rishi Tea has hit the road with the Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts Taste Truck (FS Taste
Truck) in their mission to bring the finest gourmet products to customers on the West Coast. A
portion of all proceeds will go to Chefs to End Hunger, an organization that helps feed the
hungry.

Milwaukee, WI (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- Milwaukee, Wisconsin October 8, 2013: Rishi Tea (www.rishi-
tea.com), leading international purveyor of organic and Fair Trade Certified™ loose-leaf and bagged teas, has
hit the road with the Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts Taste Truck (FS Taste Truck) in their mission to bring
the finest gourmet products to customers on the West Coast. Rishi is providing specialty iced teas during the FS
Taste Truck’s journey to support great food and great deeds. A portion of all proceeds will go to Chefs to End
Hunger, an organization that helps feed the hungry.

Rishi’s Iced Tea recipes combine organic teas, herbs, and real fruits for a truly premium, gourmet tea
experience. Meticulously hand-blended and cured by Rishi Tea artisans, these signature blends provide full
flavored aromatic and vivid infusions. With eight destinations, three states and more than 1,000 miles to drive,
Rishi and the FS Taste Truck began their travels on September 16, 2013, enabling the Four Season’s top
culinary talents found within our Seasons to connect with their local communities using the finest products on
the market.

“Participating with the FS Taste Truck provides us with another opportunity to both help people in need and
introduce our teas to epicures. We are thrilled to be a partner on this tour, promoting exemplary culinary
offerings to discerning and tasteful customers and staff,” says Beau Bernstein, Marketing Director, Rishi Tea.

The FS Taste Truck will be offering pop-up parking lot parties, street-food chef showdowns, and other exciting
events during its travels, stopping for a week with select Four Seasons properties in California, Arizona, and
New Mexico. The Full FS Taste Truck’s schedule is:
September 16-22 – Palo Alto, California // September 23-29 – San Francisco, California // September 30 -
October 6 – Santa Barbara, California // October 7-13 – Beverly Hills, California // October 14-20 – Los
Angeles, California // October 21-27 – Westlake Village, California // October 28 - November 3 – Scottsdale,
Arizona // November 4-10 – Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Follow the tour at Taste by Four Seasons or by searching #FSTasteTruck on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.

---

About Rishi Tea

Rishi Tea is America's leading organic loose-leaf tea brand. The company offers more than 100 types of
organic loose teas, tea bags, iced teas, micro-brewed masala chai and unique accessories through its online
shop, select coffee roasters, all natural and gourmet retailer channels. Rishi Tea is a direct trade importer of the
world's premium caliber of tea. The uniquely strong relationships with farmers in Asia, allows it to tailor make
and curate each season's exclusive quality teas.
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Contact Information
Beau Bernstein
Rishi Tea
http://www.rishi-tea.com
+1 917-514-3700

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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